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INTUIT
INTERACTIVE TOOLSET FOR UNDERSTANDING TRADE-OFFS IN ATM
PERFORMANCE

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 699303.

Abstract
This deliverable documents the results from INTUIT WP3. The aim of WP3 is to apply state-of-the-art
visualisation and visual analytics techniques to explore ATM performance datasets and extract
patterns, regularities and trends, with a view to support the performance modelling work to be
conducted in WP4. Three visualisation exercises are presented: (i) visualisation and analysis of ATFM
delay; (ii) exploration of airline route choices; and (iii) visualisation of flight delays. The specific
objectives of each of these exercises are to explore the available data, extract valuable information
and unveil complex patterns, and ultimately suggest hypothesis and possible modelling approaches
to be investigated in the performance modelling exercises that will be conducted in WP4.
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Executive summary
Performance orientation is one of the key pillars of the Single European Sky. By setting down
EU-wide and local performance targets, as well as ensuring monitoring and corrective actions, the
SES Performance Scheme aims to drive performance improvements in European aviation. ATM
performance management implies target setting, measurement of indicators, and intervention to
ensure that goals are met. Setting down targets is a complex process due to the high number of
stakeholders involved. In addition, a targeted indicator may limit the maximum achievable value for
other indicators due to interdependencies. Most indicators are correlated with more than one
indicator, which makes trade-off evaluation a challenging task.
Visual analytics provide a way to discover unexpected patterns and relationships among big and
often heterogeneous data. In this document, we use visual techniques and tools to provide insights
into interdependencies and identify cause-effect relationships between ATM performance drivers
and indicators.
This document analyses visually three datasets: ATFM delay, flight trajectories and flight delays. The
analysis has been conducted through a combination of different visual analytics techniques. The goal
was to provide visual insights into some of the research questions identified in INTUIT WP2
Multiscale Performance Characterisation. Three visual analytics exercises are presented:




Visualisation and analysis of ATFM delay, which has provided insights into aspects such as the
impact of ATFM regulations due to airport capacity on other airports and the identification of
airport bottlenecks.
Exploration of airline route choices, which looks at the trade-off between cost-efficiency, fuelefficiency and delay costs arising between the different route options between two airports.
Visualisation of flight delays, which analyses the link between off-block, take-off and arrival
delays and the spatio-temporal patterns of these delays.

The conclusions of each visualisation exercise include relevant information about the relationships
discovered and recommendations for the development of performance models that will be tackled in
WP4 Performance Modelling.

6
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope and objectives
The goal of INTUIT is to explore the potential of visual analytics, machine learning and systems
modelling techniques to improve our understanding of the trade-offs between ATM KPAs, identify
cause-effect relationships between KPIs at different scales, and develop new decision support tools
for ATM performance monitoring and management.
This deliverable documents the results from INTUIT WP3. The aim of WP3 is to apply state-of-the-art
visualisation and visual analytics techniques to explore ATM performance datasets and extract
patterns, regularities and trends, with a view to support the performance modelling work to be
conducted in WP4 and the development of the performance monitoring and management toolset in
WP5. The visual analytics work presented in this document was defined based on the research
challenges identified in INTUIT D2.2 Qualitative Analysis of Performance Drivers and Trade-offs.
Based on a combination of literature review and stakeholder consultation, D2.2 identified a set of
research questions potentially interesting for the INTUIT project. A subset of these research
questions was selected to be investigated in the form of several case studies in WP4 Performance
Modelling. The Case Studies (CS) defined so far include:




CS-1. Study of the effect of unit rates on en-route performance, and more generally the
modelling of airline route choice decisions and their impact on ATM performance.
CS-2. Identification of sources of en-route flight inefficiency.
CS-3. Development of new multi-scale representations of ATM performance indicators.

The general goal of the visual analytics work presented in this document is to support the proposed
performance modelling case studies. The specific objectives of the visual analytics exercises are:




Exploration of databases: validation of information and quality assessment.
Extraction of insights: extraction of valuable information and unveiling of complex, non-trivial
patterns.
Extraction of hypothesis to be investigated in the performance modelling exercises that will be
conducted in WP4.

1.2 Reference and applicable documents
Five key documents have served as a basis for the preparation of the present deliverable:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Grant Agreement No 699303 INTUIT – Annex 1 Description of the Action.
INTUIT D1.1 Project Plan, v00.02.00, June 2016.
INTUIT D1.2 Data Management Plan, v01.00.00, December 2016.
INTUIT D2.1 Performance Data Inventory and Quality Assessment, September 2016.
INTUIT D2.2 Qualitative Analysis of Performance Drivers and Trade-offs, September 2016.
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In addition, various documents have been used as references:
[6] Yau, N. (2011). Visualize this: The FlowingData Guide to Design, Visualization and Statistics.
Wiley Publishing Inc.
[7] Fuchs P.; G. Moreau; P. Guitton (2011). Virtual Reality: Concepts and Technology. Crc Pr Inc.
[8] Bimber, O., & Raskar, R. (2005). Spatial augmented reality: merging real and virtual worlds.
CRC Press.
[9] Cawood, S. & Fiala, M. (2007). Augmented reality: a practical guide. Pragmatic Bookshelf.
[10] Zhang, L., Stoffel, A., Behrisch, M., Mittelstadt, S., Schreck, T., Pompl, R., & Keim, D. (2012,
October). Visual analytics for the big data era—A comparative review of state-of-the-art
commercial systems. In Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST), 2012 IEEE Conference
on (pp. 173-182). IEEE.
[11] Harger, J.R. and Crossno, P. J. (2012). Comparison of open-source visual analytics toolkits. In
IS&T/SPIE Electronic Imaging (pp. 82940E-82940E). International Society for Optics and
Photonics.
[12] Tukey, J. W. (1977). Exploratory data analysis.
[13] M. Sakr, G. Andrienko, T. Behr, N. Andrienko, R. H. Güting, and C. Hurter (2011). Exploring
spatiotemporal patterns by integrating visual analytics with a moving objects database system.
In Proceedings of the 19th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Conference on Advances in
Geographic Information Systems, GIS ’11, pp. 505–508. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 2011. doi:
10.1145/2093973.2094060
[14] G.H. Albrecht, H.T. Lee, and A. Pang (2012). Visual analysis of air traffic data using aircraft
density and conflict probability. In Infotech@ Aerospace 2012.
[15] C. Hurter, R. Alligier, D. Gianazza, S. Puechmorel, G. Andrienko, and N. Andrienko (2014). Wind
parameters extraction from aircraft trajectories. Computers, Environment and Urban Systems,
Iss. 47, pp. 28-43. doi: 10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2014.01.005
[16] J. Buchmueller, H. Janetzko, G. Andrienko, N. Andrienko, G. Fuchs, and D.A. Keim (2015). Visual
analytics for exploring local impact of air traffic. Computer Graphics Forum, Iss. 34, Vol. 3, pp.
181–190. doi: 10.1111/cgf.12630
[17] Performance Review Unit (PRU), prepared by the Department of Transport Studies of the
University of Westminster (2011), “European airline delay cost reference values”, Final Report,
Version 3.2, 31/03/2011.
[18] Pedregosa, F., Varoquaux, G., Gramfort, A., Michel, V., Thirion, B., Grisel, O., Blondel, M.,
Prettenhofer, P., Weiss, R., Dubourg, V., Vanderplas, J., Passos, A., Cournapeau, D., Brucher,
M., Perrot, M., Duchesnay, É. (2011). Scikit-learn: Machine Learning in Python. JMLR 12, 2825–
2830.
[19] M. Ankerst, M. M. Breunig, H. P. Kriegel, J. Sander (1999). OPTICS: Ordering Points To Identify
the Clustering Structure. ACM SIGMOD international conference on Management of data. ACM
Press. pp. 49–60.
[20] G. Andrienko, N. Andrienko, P. Bak, D. Keim and S. Wrobel (2013b) Visual Analytics of
Movement. Springer. ISBN 978-3-642-37582-8.
[21] Network Manager (2016a), “Monthly Network Operations Report, Analysis – March 2016”
[22] Network Manager (2016b), “Monthly Network Operations Report, Analysis – May 2016”
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1.3 List of acronyms
Acronym
ACC
AFIL
AIRAC
ANSP
ATC
ATCO
ATFM
ATM
CASK
CB
CODA
CRCO
CS
DBC
DDR
EU
ECAC
FL
ICAO
KEA
KPA
KPI
NEST
NM
PRU
SES
SESAR
WP

Definition
Area Control Centre
Air Filled
Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control
Air Navigation Service Provider
Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic COntroller
Air Traffic Flow Management
Air Traffic Management
Cost per Available Seat-Kilometre
Cumulonimbus
Central Office for Delay Analysis
Central Route Charges Office
Case Study
Density-Based Clustering
Demand Data Repository
European Union
European Civil Aviation Conference
Flight Level
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Key performance Environment indicator based on Actual trajectory
Key Performance Area
Key Performance Indicator
NEtwork Strategic Tool
Nautical Miles
Performance Review Unit
Single European Sky
Single European Sky ATM Research
Work Package
Table 1.1. List of acronyms

1.4 Structure of the document
This document is structured as follows:




Section 2 provides a brief overview of the state-of-the-art in visual analytics, discusses how
these techniques can contribute to ATM performance modelling, and presents the approach
proposed by the INTUIT project.
Section 3 presents the datasets used for the visualisation and visual analytics exercises.
Section 4 presents the results of the three visualisation and visual analytics exercises
developed by INTUIT: (i) visualisation and analysis of ATFM delay data; (ii) exploration of
airline route choices; and (iii) visualisation of flight delays. All exercises are presented
following a common structure: first, we describe the objective of each exercise; second, we
describe the datasets used and the data processing carried out; then we present the main
results of each exercise; finally, we discuss the main conclusions of the exercise and its
contribution to the performance modelling work to be done in WP4.
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2 Application of visual analytics to ATM
performance modelling: INTUIT approach
2.1 The problem of ATM performance management
Performance orientation is one of the key pillars of the Single European Sky (SES): by setting down
EU-wide and local targets, as well as performance monitoring and corrective actions, the SES
Performance Scheme aims to drive performance improvements in European aviation. With the
“Single European Sky second package” (SES II), a step forward was made towards establishing
performance targets for the ATM system. One of the key features of SES II is the Performance
Scheme, which seeks to enhance the performance of ANS in Europe through the adoption of EU-wide
performance targets. Other ATM performance frameworks have been defined in the context of the
SESAR Programme. The performance frameworks of both SES and SESAR are based on the ICAO
performance framework documented in ICAO Doc 9883, which describes 11 KPAs. The SES and SESAR
performance frameworks are structured along these 11 KPAs, although there are some differences in
the nomenclature as well as in the indicators. The SESAR performance frameworks define indicators
for each KPA, adapted to SESAR objectives. The SES performance framework focuses on 4 KPAs for
monitoring and targeting purposes: Capacity, Environmental flight efficiency, Cost-efficiency and
Safety. Different KPIs and PIs are defined for each KPA and targets are set at different geographical
levels. A detailed description of each performance framework can be found in INTUIT deliverable
D2.1 Qualitative Analysis of Performance Drivers and Trade-offs.
The process of performance management includes three main activities: (i) selection of goals, (ii)
integration of relevant information to measure the achievement of such goals, and (iii) interventions
made in light of this information with a view to improving future performance in relation with those
goals. ATM performance management is a challenging task for different reasons. Setting down
targets at the different levels is a complex process due to the high number of stakeholders affected.
In addition, setting a target for one indicator may limit the maximum achievable target for other
indicators due to their interdependencies. Finally, most indicators are related to more than one
indicator, which makes the evaluation of interdependencies a challenging task. INTUIT aims to
develop new techniques and tools able to provide new insights into these interdependencies and
identify the cause-and-effect relationships between performance drivers and indicators.

2.2 Application of visual analytics to ATM performance modelling
2.2.1.1 Overview of visual analytics
Visual analytics is mainly used as a way to discover unexpected patterns and relationships among big
and often heterogeneous datasets [6] as well as to present, evaluate, explore, simulate and play with
several facets of the real world ([7],[8],[9]). Many solutions are currently at the disposal of
researchers and companies to face the challenges raised by the data deluge in a variety of domains.
Comprehensive reviews of both commercial and open-source tools are provided, e.g., in [10] and
[11]. In the field of performance modelling, visual analytics techniques can inform three main areas:
10
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discovery of relevant relationships between variables, trade-off evaluation, and uncertainty
assessment.
Relationship discovery aims to find meaningful relationships between a set of KPIs. For instance, it
allows the reduction of KPIs to be monitored, helps to detect cause-effect relationships, and helps
figuring out how the system will evolve. It uses a variety of statistical techniques such as correlation,
regression analysis and multivariate analysis of variance. From a visual point of view, several
approaches are suitable for KPI relationship discovery, including line charts, parallel coordinates
projection, scatter plots, scatter plot matrices, heat maps, and treemap-based methods.
Trade-off evaluation of different policy options requires the use of visualisation techniques able to
handle the multidimensionality of data by considering their abstract and spatio-temporal
dimensions. Examples of useful techniques are multiple coordinated techniques, histograms and
variant time histograms, scatterplot matrices and glyphs, which facilitate the encoding of two or
more data attributes in a compact form.
Data uncertainty can be represented by using techniques such as box-plot representations [12] or
the representation of quartile variations. There are, however, unresolved problems like the
maximisation of meaningful data and minimisation of misunderstanding and misconceptions.
Possible solutions include the combination of visualisations of competing/contradictory/conflicting
features, integrated views, comparative navigation, suitable colour scales, data quality metrics and
use of statistical methods. In the latter, data transformations like regression, k-means clustering or
PCA analysis can provide meaningful information about uncertainty.

2.2.1.2 Visual analytics for air traffic analysis: brief review of the state-of-the-art
Academic literature includes several examples of applications of visual analytics methods to the
exploration of air traffic data. Reference [13] combines a moving object database system with a
visual analytics environment for exploring parameters and the results of complex queries. This
combination supports queries for identifying holding loops in low-resolution aircraft trajectories. A
similar approach can be used for detecting other aviation-specific patterns such as interrupted
landings. Reference [14] calculates air traffic density and, taking into account aircraft separation
minima, assesses the conflict probability and the potentially underutilised air space. The traffic
density and conflict probability are aggregated over different time scales to extract fluctuations and
periodic air traffic patterns. The paper explores the impact of changing the separation minima on the
conflict probability volume. In [15], a procedure for wind parameter extraction from aircraft
trajectories is proposed. Wind speed is extracted from the statistics of the speeds of planes that fly
through the same area at similar flight levels in different directions during a selected time interval.
Reference [16] applies different techniques for studying the dynamics of landings at Zurich airport
from three different directions. The goal of the study is to reveal the causes of violating the rules that
prohibit night-time landings from the North, which produce strong noise in populated regions. The
identified violations are explained based on weather conditions and air traffic intensity.
In general, currently deployed tools support only rather simple queries in combination with
visualisation of individual movements on maps and aggregated data in time histograms. The work
conducted in the context of INTUIT intends to start filling this gap by finding relevant correlations
between explanatory variables and performance indicators.

© 2017 – INTUIT Consortium. All rights reserved.
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2.3 INTUIT approach
The challenge for the INTUIT project is the adaptation and use of the general-purpose visual analytics
approaches described in section 2.2 to support the exploration of complex interrelationships
between ATM KPIs. The exercises defined in this document aim to contribute to this goal.
The proposed exercises are based on the research previously conducted in the context of INTUIT
WP2, in particular on the databases analysed in D2.1 Performance Data Inventory and Quality
Assessment and the research challenges identified in D2.2 Qualitative Analysis of Performance
Drivers and Trade-offs. Based on a combination of literature review and stakeholder consultation,
D2.2 identified a set of research questions potentially interesting for the INTUIT project, including:
the relation between Air Traffic Controller (ATCO) workload and complexity, and how this is
impacted by uncertainty; the characterisation of the trade-off between economic and environmental
cost-efficiency; the calculation of composite flight hours and the cost of delay for individual flights;
the improvement of the visualisation of performance results, through the disaggregation of data by
sectors and time scales; the effects of local actions on global parameters; the evaluation of the delay
distribution over airspace users; the development of new KPIs related with predictability, demand
constraints, gate-to-gate trajectories and safety; and the impact of uncertainty in the different flight
phases. A subset of these research questions has been selected based on a combination of criteria,
including the relevance of the research question, the expected impact of the results, the availability
of sufficient data, and the potential of visual analytics and machine learning techniques to advance
the state-of-the-art in that particular field. The selected research questions have been consolidated
into a set of case studies that will be conducted in WP4 Performance Modelling. The case studies
defined so far include:




CS-1. Study of the effect of unit rates on en-route performance, and more generally the
modelling of airline route choice decisions and their impact on ATM performance.
CS-2. Identification of sources of en-route flight inefficiency.
CS-3. Development of new multi-scale representations of ATM performance indicators.

The aim of the visual analytics exercises presented in this document is to extract relevant information
from ATM performance data that can support the proposed case studies. For this purpose, three
visual analytics exercises have been defined:




Visualisation and analysis of ATFM delay, linked with CS-3 regarding the representation of
capacity related KPIs.
Exploration of airline route choices, linked with CS-1 and CS-2 regarding the identification of
factors affecting en-route performance, including en-route charges.
Visualisation of flight delays, linked with CS-3 regarding the representation of delay-capacity
related KPIs.

The three visualisation exercises pursue three general objectives:




12

Exploration of databases: validation of information and quality assessment.
Provision of insights and valuable information and unveiling of non-trivial patterns.
Extraction of hypothesis to be investigated in the performance modelling exercises that will
be conducted in WP4.
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3 Description of available datasets
The datasets here presented are the ones used for the visual analytics exercises. They were extracted
from the datasets described in D1.2. Data is classified into “collected data”, which may be subject to
some restriction of use, and “processed data”, which has been generated by the project.
Dataset
Collected data
Airports
Flight trajectories
Flight statistics
between airports
ATFM Regulations
Traffic Volumes
Navigation Points
Sector
Information
Charging Zones
Generated data
Origin-Destination
Charging Zones
Origin-Destination
Delay
Origin-Destination
Clusters

Description

Origin

Format

Expected
Size

Used in
(exercise)

Dataset with information about
available airports to fly from/to.
Dataset with descriptions of the
4D trajectories of the flights.
Dataset with information of the
number of flights flown between
each pair of airports.
Dataset with information about
the applicable regulations.
ATM elements to which
regulations are applied.
Coordinates of navigation points.
Definition of the different types of
airspace sectors.
Definition of areas and costs of
ATM Services Unit.

DDR2

CSV

300 kB

All exercises

DDR2

CSV

600 MB /
day

4.2

DDR2

CSV

ATFM
Statistics
DDR2

XLSX

DDR2
DDR2

CSV
SHP XLSX
SHP

En-route charges and distance
factors of each flight.
Dataset with information of delay
of flights between each pair of
airports.
Average trajectories and statistics
of clustered trajectories.

DDR2

CSV

DDR2

CSV

DDR2

SHP

DDR2 /
CRCO

CSV

15 MB /
AIRAC

0

6.5 kB /
AIRAC
700 kB /
AIRAC
1.2 MB
6.5 MB

4.1

10 kB

All exercises

10 MB /
AIRAC
8 MB /
AIRAC

4.2

10 kB / OD

4.2

4.1
4.1
4.1

0

Table 3.1 Available datasets
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4 Visual analytics exercises
4.1 Visualisation and analysis of ATFM delay
4.1.1 Objective
The goal of the analysis is to gain understanding of the spatio-temporal patterns of regulated flights
and identify bottlenecks in the ATM system by exploring the ATFM delay data included in the ATFM
daily summaries. The analysis presents several challenges:





Different types of data: time series and events (regulations) are considered simultaneously.
Different temporal resolutions of datasets: while time series are defined on a daily basis,
regulations have precise time intervals.
Different types of spatial references: airports, sectors, etc.
While the analysis task refers to regulated flights, the datasets only include aggregated
information. Thus, it is necessary to reconstruct patterns from different types of aggregates.

4.1.2 Datasets
4.1.2.1 Airspace data
This dataset consists of static information: geographic objects and their location.




List of airports with their coordinates.
List of navigation points with their coordinates.
List of ATC sectors with boundaries specified as polygons.

4.1.2.2 Regulation data
The dataset contains the regulations in AIRAC cycle 1604 (31st March 2016-27th April 2016), including:




Daily time series of regulated flights per departure airport (150 airports).
Daily time series of regulated flights per destination airport (124 airports).
Events of flight regulations with a reference location (airport, airport group, navigation
points or ATC sector), with the time stamps of the start and end and attributes, including the
number of regulated flights and the cause of the regulations (2005 events).

4.1.3 Data processing and transformation
The present analysis was performed using the V-Analytics software prototype [17] (see Appendix A
for an example of the use of V-Analytics). The following functionalities were used:




14

Aggregation of events into daily time series.
Presentation of events in space-time cube, with interactive filtering by types of locations,
types of events, and by spatial areas and time intervals.
Presentation of time series on maps using value flow diagrams.
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To relate the regulation events to the daily time series of the regulations at the airports, events were
aggregated by space and time. For each reference location (airport, navigation point or sector) and
each day, the total number of regulated flights and total duration of all regulations were computed.
The main data processing efforts consisted of geo-referencing the events and cleansing inconsistent
data. The number of regulated flights assigned to each location and the number of different
reference locations are shown in Table 4.1.
Reference type
Airport
ATC sector
Navigation point

Count of distinct locations
100
288
4

Total number of regulated flights
34,900
61,147
121

Table 4.1 Reference locations of regulated flights.

Figure 4.1 shows a detail of aggregated regulations located at ATC sectors and navigation points.
Note that only the time series of a few sectors contain non-zero values. This means that there are
not many sectors that frequently generate regulations. A similar conclusion to that of the sectors can
be drawn for aggregated regulations located at airports (Figure 4.2): only a few of them repeatedly
produce regulations. The airports of Amsterdam and Zurich are examples of problematic airports.

Figure 4.1 Detail of the counts of regulated flights for regulations referenced to ATC sectors and navigation points.

© 2017 – INTUIT Consortium. All rights reserved.
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Figure 4.2 Daily time series of counts of regulated flights for regulations referenced to airports.

4.1.4 Results
4.1.4.1 Exploration of the regulation events
Figure 4.3 shows the overall statistics of regulation events by causes. It can be observed that most of
the regulations are assigned to sectors A significant number of regulations is assigned to airports and
a very small amount to navigation points. The dominant reason for regulations assigned to sectors is
ATC capacity, while the main reason for regulations assigned to airports is aerodrome capacity,
followed by weather and ATC Capacity.

Figure 4.3 Left: number of regulation events grouped by references location type (sector, airport, and navigation
point). Right: number of regulation events grouped by regulation reason.

16
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Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 represent the time series of the number of regulation events and the total
number of regulated flights, respectively, grouped by regulation reason. By exploring these
representations, the following observations can be made:





There are one major (31st March) and two minor (9th and 27th April) disruptions. They are
attributed to ATC industrial actions in France and Italy, respectively. In addition, some
regulations related to industrial action were reported as “other”, as indicated in some
comments to such events.
There are some special events (1st April to 3rd April) related to ATC system maintenance and
upgrade. This is confirmed by comments like ERATO, “EEE System upgrade” or “Mandatory
cherry pick”.
The series also include bad weather events (12th and 13th April and 26th and 27th April).

Further considerations can be made regarding the relationship between events and regulated flights:




Although there is a considerable number of regulation events due to industrial action, on 9th
April the number of affected flights by such regulations was very low.
Regulation events related with ATC Routeing do not seem to be reflected in regulation
flights.
The days with the highest number of regulation events due to ATC capacity (4th, 9th, 14th to
16th, and 22nd April) correspond to the days with the highest number of regulated flights.

Figure 4.4 Time series of the counts of the regulation events grouped by regulation reason. The legend on the right
shows the correspondence of the colours to the reasons.
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Figure 4.5 Time series of the counts of regulated flights grouped by regulation reason. The legend on the right shows
the correspondence of the colours to the reasons.

The space-time cube in Figure 4.6 presents all regulation events in space and time, coloured by the
type of reference location. It is easy to notice repeated regulation events in several airports and ATM
sectors. The industrial action in Italy (9th of April) appears as a set of horizontally aligned (i.e.,
simultaneous) regulation events at Italian airports, with almost no sector events. On the opposite,
French strikes caused numerous events both at airports and sectors across the whole country. In
addition, ATC capacity events occurred around the borders of the French airspace, especially in
Barcelona and Mallorca.

Figure 4.6 Regulation events in space and time, coloured by reference location type.

The space-time cube in Figure 4.7 shows all regulation events coloured by regulation reason. It is
possible to observe daily Aerodrome Capacity related events in both Istanbul airports, and almost
18
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every day ATC capacity related events in Athens and Beauvais (France). Figure 4.8 compares event
distributions and causes for regulations associated to airports (left) and those related with sectors
and navigation points (right). Regulations referenced at airports show a much more constant
behaviour throughout the AIRAC cycle, whilst regulations referenced at sectors or navigation points
tend to have a discontinuous behaviour.

Figure 4.7 Regulation events in space and time, coloured by event types.

Figure 4.8 Comparison of regulation event causes for regulations referenced to airports (left) and to sectors and
navigation points (right). The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.7.
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4.1.4.2 Exploration of the time series of the counts of regulated flights
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 present the time series of the daily counts of regulated flights (with any
type of regulation) departing from or arriving to an airport, respectively. For departing flights, we can
observe peaks in France and Spain during the industrial action on the 31st of March, and permanently
high values in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Paris, Munich and London Heathrow. These high values may be
explained by the large amounts of flights departing from these hubs. London Gatwick, Barcelona,
Palma, Faro and all airports at the Canary Islands show weakly patterns with peaks on weekends and
relatively low values in between. This pattern could be typical of tourist focused airports.
For arriving flights, Amsterdam Schiphol and both Istanbul airports stand out by the large amount of
regulations associated to them. The touristic airports in Spain and Portugal present weekly patterns
with weekend peaks. It should be noted that the number of airports with arriving regulated flights
(124 airports) is smaller than the number of airports with regulated departing flights (150 airports).
This can be explained by the fact that flights from small airports to major hubs have a higher
probability of being regulated due to capacity constraints, thus adding regulations to a high number
of departing airports.

Figure 4.9 Time series of daily counts of regulated flights grouped by departure airport.
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Figure 4.10 Time series of daily counts of regulated flights grouped by destination airport.

Figure 4.11 shows the time series of the difference between counts of regulated outgoing and
incoming flights. The colour scale is consistent with the previous figures: the prevalence of outgoing
and incoming regulated flights is shown in red and green, respectively. Interestingly, major hubs like
Amsterdam, Heathrow or Charles de Gaulle tend to appear in green (more regulated incoming
flights), while regional airports like Toulouse, Bordeaux or Bilbao appear in red (more regulated
outgoing flights). This suggests that major hubs tend to generate regulations that are mostly suffered
by flights departing from regional airports. One clear example are the airports of Turkey, with both
Istanbul airports having much more regulations for incoming flights. The same behaviour is observed,
for example, at major hubs in London and Paris (see Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.11 Differences between counts of outgoing and incoming regulated flights. Red means higher number of
outgoing flights and green, the opposite.

Figure 4.12 Detail of the difference in counts of outgoing and incoming airports around London (left) and Paris (right).
The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.11.
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4.1.4.3 Derived attribute: external impact on airports
By comparing the time series of the regulated arriving and departing flights, several patterns of
regulations at airports can be identified. For instance, Turkey and Greece have three airports that
seem to create regulations affecting airports in their region. The number of flights presumably
regulated due to external factors (airspace capacity, special events, weather, etc.) is obtained by
subtracting the number of flights regulated at each airport from the sum of the regulated incoming
and outgoing flights.
Figure 4.13 shows a map of the external impact on the airports. Interestingly, both Istanbul airports
are not visible on this map, which means that they are not affected by external regulations but
produce regulations by themselves. The airports of Greater London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Düsseldorf
and Hamburg, which are located at the most congested airspace in Europe, are continuously
affected. Other major hubs such as Frankfurt and Munich are not prominent. Another interesting
pattern is the weekly peaks in almost all airports in the Canary Islands (see Figure 4.14) and in some
airports in Spain (Palma, Malaga) and Portugal (Faro) (see Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.13 Time series of flights regulated by external factors to the airport.
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Figure 4.14 External impact on airports in the Canary Islands.

Figure 4.15 External impact on airports in Spain and Portugal.

4.1.5 Conclusions and recommendations for implementation
The visual analysis allows the identification of bottlenecks and the impact of these bottlenecks on
airports. More reliable results could be obtained by extending the analysis for longer time intervals.
The current approach has computed statistics directly from the aggregates obtained in the ATFM
daily summaries. It would be more appropriate to calculate aggregates based on complete lists of
regulations and the corresponding flights. An appropriate dataset for this would include the list of
regulations with their time stamp and reference location, and the list of flights with origin,
destination, regulation and assigned delay.
In terms of technical implementation, to be implemented as a web service the visualisation tool used
for this case study (see Appendix A) should improve map displays by better placement of diagrams
without overlapping (e.g., shift the diagrams and connect them to their true reference points by
lines). Another recommendation is to show the boundaries of selected sectors when the mouse
cursor approaches their centroids.
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4.2 Exploration of airline route choices
4.2.1 Objective
This visualisation exercise has several purposes:




Create an algorithm to cluster the route options between two airports into a smaller set of
representative options.
Extract the most relevant parameters that characterise route choices.
Study the influence of route parameters on airline route choice.

4.2.2 Datasets
4.2.2.1 Demand Data Repository (DDR)
The DDR is a database storing predictions, flight intentions and historical flight data. Its purpose is to
provide the most accurate picture of historical and future European air traffic demand in order to
support planning processes and the planning of special events. The traffic sample contains all flights
flying within an enlarged ECAC area.
For each flight, the following information is provided:



4D trajectory: coordinates, time, altitude and status (climbing, cruising or descending).
Flight properties: flight id, departure airport, arrival airport, departure date, departure time,
arrival time.

Both are provided for the last-filed flight plan and for the actual trajectory.
Using DDR data, two datasets were created for this visualisation exercise:



Dataset 1: last-filed flight plans of flights departing from Paris Charles de Gaulle airport
(LFPG) arriving at Istanbul Atatürk airport (LTBA) during AIRAC cycles 1601 to 1605 (7th
January to 25th May 2016).
Dataset 2: actual flights departing from Istanbul Atatürk airport or Sabiha Gökçen airport
(LTBA and LTFJ) and arriving at Paris Charles de Gaulle airport, Paris-Orly airport or Paris
Beauvais airport (LFPG, LFPO and LFOB) during AIRAC cycles 1601 to 1603 (7th January to 30th
March 2016).

These datasets represent the two directions of the so-called Southwest Axis, which connects the
centre of Europe with Southeast countries (e.g., Greece and Turkey). The airports were selected due
to their high number of connections of different airlines per day. This ensures a large quantity of
information in terms of airlines, schedules and routes.
The cycles were selected to represent a typical Winter season. To be consistent, we only selected
days of the same year to have the same en-route charges scheme, which is updated yearly.
Moreover, we decided to end the second dataset in March, since the summer saving time, starting
on March, usually makes airlines to adapt their flight schedules and frequencies from that day on.
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4.2.3 Data processing and transformation
4.2.3.1 Computed statistics
For each flight in the dataset, several statistics were computed:








Total flight time.
Total flight length.
Distance factor flown over each charging zone.
En-route charges for weight factor equal to one.
Variation of cruise flight level, obtained as the mean value of the difference between the
trajectory Flight Level (FL) and the reference FL in the flight plan during cruise phases.
Delay at take-off: difference between the actual and scheduled take-off time.
Delay at arrival: difference between the actual and scheduled arrival time.

4.2.3.2 Route clustering algorithm
Usually there is a vast number of route options to fly from one airport to another. The aim of this
study is to characterise airline route choice criteria. In order to do this, the actual flown trajectories
were grouped into a set of route options represented by an average trajectory, and the
characteristics of each average trajectory were then analysed.
Clustering was performed with the Density-Based Clustering (DBC) technique. In DBC, clusters are
formed by a set of core samples close to each other and a set of non-core samples that are close to a
core sample but are not considered themselves core samples. Core samples are those in areas of
high density, i.e., with a minimum number of samples within a maximum distance. Non-core samples
are within a minimum distance to a core sample but do not have the minimum number of nearby
core samples to be considered core samples. The algorithm takes as input the minimum number of
samples and the maximum distance to consider a sample “near” another. Another input is the metric
used to compute distance. In this case, the Euclidean norm was used. The cluster is formed by a
group of core samples built recursively by taking a core sample and adding all the neighbours that
are also core samples to the set of core samples that conform the cluster. Any sample that is not a
core sample and is not within the maximum distance to a core sample is identified as noise by the
algorithm. In addition to these, in our implementation the routes assigned to a cluster with less than
5% of the total flights between an OD were also considered as noise. The routes identified as noise
were grouped together into an additional category named as “other”.
DBC algorithms treat clusters as areas of high density separated between them by areas of low
density. Due to its more generic approach, computed clusters may have any shape, as opposed to
centroid-based clustering techniques (namely k-means clustering), which assume convex-shaped
clusters [18].
DBC is implemented by means of two different public algorithms:



Dataset 1 is clustered with an implementation of the OPTICS algorithm [19].
Dataset 2 is clustered with the function DBCScan of the Python public library scikit-learn [18].

Both algorithms are fed with the flight segments outside the origin and destination sectors to obviate
landing and approach divergences.
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4.2.4 Results
4.2.4.1 Dataset 1: Paris to Istanbul
The first dataset was designed to obtain meaningful insights regarding route choice behaviour of
airlines and study the best means of route clustering.
Two factors are studied:



Airline behaviour: differences between airlines in the selection of routes, i.e., number of
routes considered, preferred routes and choice criteria.
Route clustering: results obtained by applying DBC to the trajectories and the resulting route
clusters and their properties.

4.2.4.1.1 Airline behaviour analysis
There are five airlines that flew from Paris Charles de Gaulle to Istanbul Ataturk in the first 5 AIRAC
cycles of 2016: Air France (AFR), AtlasJet (KKK), MNG Airlines (MNB), Onur Air (OHY), and Turkish
Airlines (THY). The different trajectories flown by each airline during the period of study are shown in
Figure 4.16. The airline with most flights is Turkish, with around half of the flights, followed by Air
France, with about one third. Also, it is observed that airlines with a higher number of flights tend to
fly a higher variety of routes, while airlines with less flights tend to fly one or two routes.

Figure 4.16 Flight trajectories, painted by airline.

In Figure 4.17, flights are aggregated into flows. Most of the trajectories show low dispersion, with
a clear main flow following the shortest path with some minor variations as alternative routes.
Two other options, away from the shortest path, are distinguished: one deviating towards the
North and one deviating towards the South. The northern route avoids high charges countries by
flying through Czechia whilst the Southern avoids entering the Swiss airspace.
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Figure 4.17 Aggregated flows. The size of the arrows indicates the number of trajectories taking that flow. The colour
indicates the airline, grey means routes from two or more airlines.

When analysing trajectories per airline (Figure 4.18), route choice differences arise. For instance,
Onur Air flies exactly the same route during the period of study (Figure 4.18d). Air France and MNG
fly a narrow set of routes with most of the flights taking the shortest route and a few flights deviating
through low charges routes (Figure 4.18a and c, respectively). On the other hand, Atlasjet and
Turkish show high variability in route choice, considering almost all route options but choosing
mostly the most direct (Figure 4.18b and e, respectively).
a)

b)
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c)

d)

e)

Figure 4.18 Right: trajectories of flights from each trajectory. Left: aggregated flows. The colour code is the same as in
Figure 4.17. From top to bottom: AFR, KKK, MNB, OHY and THY.

If we focus on the charging zones over which each airline flies (Figure 4.19), generally all airlines fly
over Germany (ED), Bulgaria (LB), Switzerland (LS), Austria (LO), Slovenia (LJ), Serbia (LY) and Croatia
(LD). The differences between routes are notable in the rest of charging zones: Air France tends to
approach Istanbul from Greece (LG) while the rest do not use the Greek airspace. Hungary (LH) is
crossed by all the flights from Onur Air and some of the flights of Turkish Airlines. Italy (LI) and Bosnia
and Herzegovina (LQ), on the contrary, are not flown by Onur Air. Half of the Air France flights fly
over Bosnia and Herzegovina, while the rest avoid it by flying only over Croatia (LD). Other charging
zones corresponding to alternative routes such as Czechia (LK), Slovakia (LZ) and Rumania (LR) are
mostly passed through by Turkish Airlines flights.
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Regarding the distance flown by the flights entering each airspace (Figure 4.20), in general all airlines
show similar results. It is remarkable that Onur Air flies significantly longer than the rest over LO
(Austria) and LY (Serbia) at the expense of flying shorter trough LD (Croatia) and LJ (Slovenia). Austria
is chosen to avoid Croatia via Hungary and Serbia, which has lower charges, and also because Austria
has lower charges than Italy and Germany.

Figure 4.19 Flight counts by changing zone and airline.

Figure 4.20 Average distance factors by changing zones and airlines. The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.19.

The next figures represent the histogram of route charges paid per flight (Figure 4.21), flown length
(Figure 4.22) and variation of flight level (Figure 4.23). The histogram of charges shows that most of
the airlines paid around 500 euros per flight. All the flights from Onur Air benefit from lower unit
rates in Hungary and have the lowest average charges. Turkish and Air France are practically the only
users of the most expensive routes. The outliers with the highest charges are flights from Atlasjet
avoiding Serbia through Italy. The histogram of lengths shows the opposite behaviour: Turkish and
Air France use the shortest routes and Onur Air the longest on average. Regarding the variations in
the flight level, there are no clear differences between airlines. It is worth noting that the two peaks
(apart from the one corresponding to no variation of FL) coincide with the minimum vertical
separation (20 FL and 40 FL).
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Figure 4.21 Histogram of charges coloured by airline. The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.22 Histogram of flown horizontal lengths coloured by airline. The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.23 Histogram of flight level variations coloured by airline. The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.19.
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In Figure 4.24, airline behaviour regarding route length and charges is represented to find relevant
correlations. There is a clear positioning of each airline, where some airlines prefer to fly cheaper but
longer routes (Onur Air) while others consider to fly shorter routes at the cost of higher charges (Air
France). However, that reasoning does not explain the whole route choice criteria as some routes are
selected even if they are longer and more expensive. From this fact, it is clear that other factors such
as weather (wind, storms, cumulonimbus (CBs), etc.) and congestion affect route choice.

Figure 4.24 Left: charges versus horizontal length. Right: charges vs sum of distance factor. The colour code indicates the
airline as in previous figures.

When we compare charges per flight with flight delays (Figure 4.25), we can observe the level of
punctuality observed for the different routes. Figure 4.25 does not show clear correlation between
the mean value of delay and charges nor between dispersion and charges. By looking at the
histogram of delays per airline (Figure 4.26), we observe that airlines paying higher charges (e.g., Air
France) have a higher proportion of low delay flights.

Figure 4.25 Left: charges versus delay at take-off (in minutes). Right: charges versus delay at arrival. The colour code
indicates the airline as in previous figures.
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Figure 4.26 Histogram of delays. Only delays higher than 1 minute are shown. The colour code indicates the airline as in
previous figures.

The statistics (mean value, quartiles, median and standard deviation) of the computed horizontal
length, charges, delay at arrival and variations of FL are shown in Figure 4.27, Figure 4.28, Figure 4.29
and Figure 4.30, respectively. The statistics are computed per airline and also for regulated flights.
Statistics show that OHY flies the longest but cheapest routes on average. In contrast, AFR is the
airline flying the longest routes with the highest charges on average, though the difference with the
other airlines (with the exception of OHY) is not so significant. As expected, airlines using many
different route choices (AFR and THY) have higher dispersion in flight length.
MNB uses cheaper and longer routes, similar to OHY, but does not suffer delays, while OHY is the
airline with the highest proportion of delayed flights (72.6%). This is understandable because MNB is
a cargo airline, which concentrates its flights at the lowest congested moments (usually at night).
When focusing on the minutes of delay, OHY is the most impacted airline, followed closely by
Atlasjet, with high dispersion values. Air France and Turkish airlines are the less affected by delays.
This suggests that their higher dispersion in route choice may be triggered also by route congestion.
For regulated flights, the statistics show that the differences between the flight plan and the actual
flight trajectory is not reduced despite the regulations. Indeed, the airlines with the lowest
predictability are Atlasjet and Onur Air, which show higher average arrival delays.
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Figure 4.27 Statistics of the horizontal length depicted by per airline and by regulated flight.

Figure 4.28 Statistics of the charges depicted by per airline and by regulated flight.

Figure 4.29 Statistics of the delay at arrival depicted by per airline and by regulated flight.

Figure 4.30 Statistics of the variation of FL depicted by per airline and by regulated flight.

4.2.4.1.2 Route clustering results and analysis
The application of the clustering algorithm resulted in 13 clusters and 8 flights considered as noise
(see Figure 4.31). From the classified flights, 5 cluster consist of less than 0.5% of the total flights (see
Figure 4.32). These are also considered as noise (see Figure 4.33). Regarding the rest of flights,
Cluster 1 the most direct route and contains most of the flights (827 flights), while Cluster 2, which
slightly deviates from the direct route to avoid Croatia, is the second cluster with more flights, with
223 flights. These two clusters encompass 86% of all the flights going from LFPG to LTBA airports.
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Figure 4.31 Results of route clustering using OPTICS.

Figure 4.32 Left: low-density clusters. Right: trajectories classified as noise.
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Figure 4.33 High-density clusters.

The trajectories assigned to each cluster are shown in Figure 4.34. The clusters identified are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

The shortest route.
Variation of the shortest route avoiding Croatia.
Variation of the shortest route entering Turkey through Greece.
Variation of the shortest route avoiding Austria.
Variation of the shortest route entering Turkey from the North.
Northern route through Czechia and Slovakia.
Southern route avoiding Slovenia.
Variation of the shortest route avoiding Croatia and Serbia.

a)

b)

c)

d)
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e)

f)

g)

h)

Figure 4.34 Trajectories assigned to each cluster, ordered by flight counts from left to right and top to bottom. The colour
code is the same as in Figure 4.33.

The behaviours shown in Figure 4.34 are also observed at the bar plot of average distance factors of
the clusters over each charging zone (Figure 4.35). The variations from the direct route consist
basically in the avoidance of one airspace by flying longer through another. For instance, route 2
(dark blue) has 220 km over Austria (LO), 200 over Serbia (LY) and 110 km over Hungary (LH) whilst
route 1 (red) has 140 over Croatia (LK) and 150 over Austria and 160 over Serbia on average. The
north and south routes, routes 6 (Figure 4.34 f) and 7 (Figure 4.34 g) respectively, are clearly
different from the rest.

Figure 4.35 Average distance factors of clusters over each charging zone.

If we observe the histograms of en-route charges and horizontal length (Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37),
it can be see that the routes are clearly defined by their distribution of en-route charges combined
with the distribution of lengths. From these figures, the trade-off between route 1 (red) and route 2
(dark blue) is clear: route 1 offers a more direct route whilst route 2 is cheaper regarding en-route
charges. Other options have, in general, higher en-route charges. Thus, there should be additional
reasons other than charges and horizontal efficiency to choose those options.
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Figure 4.36 Histogram of en-route charges (in EUR) grouped by cluster. Colour code is the same as in previous figures.

Figure 4.37 Histogram of horizontal length (in NM) grouped by cluster.

If we gather all the cluster information together, we can obtain a better picture of the characteristics
of each route and the reasons to choose one or another over the rest. In Figure 4.38, we observe
that:










38

Route 1 has average en-route charges but the lowest distance factor, resulting in being the
most flown. However, the effective distance flown tends to be higher, presumably due to reroutings provoked by congestion during operation. In addition, the average delay
experienced is in the average.
Route 2 (avoiding Croatia) offers a better solution regarding en-route charges but at the cost
of a longer route and slightly higher delay.
Route 3 (enter Turkey through Greece), on the contrary, offers a more expensive option in
terms of en-route charges and the highest average delay but with the lowest effective
distance flown, presumably avoiding re-routings at Istanbul airport.
Route 4 (avoiding Austria) has the highest charges but much better delay statistics.
Route 5 (entering Turkey from North) has similar characteristics to route 3, with a slightly
higher distance flown.
Route 6 (the North route) has high charges and length with the best performance in terms of
delay.
Route 7 (the South route) has similar charges and length to route 4 but worse delay
statistics, explaining why only a few flights chose that route.
Route 8 (avoiding Croatia and Serbia) shows a good performance in terms of charges and
delay but an actual length higher than other routes.
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It is important to note that the statistics of routes 5, 6, 7 and 8 may not be significant due to the low
number of flights assigned to them, representing 1.3% of the total flights the first one and less than
1% each of the others.

Figure 4.38 Summary statistics of cluster characteristics, ordered by average en-route charges.

The route choices made by airlines are shown in Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.40. The shortest route
(route 1) is used by all the airlines. In the case of MNG and Atlasjet, it is by far the preferred route.
The cheapest route regarding en-route charges (route 2) is the only used by Onur Air and the second
option for Turkish airlines. The effective shortest route (route 3) is used almost exclusively by Air
France. The same applies to route 5, which has also a low effective length. The most expensive route
(4) is used only by Turkish Airlines. It is to be noted that Turkish flies almost all route options.

Figure 4.39 Number of flights of each airline assigned to each cluster.

Figure 4.40 Number of flights assigned to each cluster of each airline, coloured by airline.
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4.2.4.2 Dataset 2: Istanbul to Paris
The second dataset is designed to extract the most relevant parameters affecting route choice and
study their relative influence. The conclusions of this study aim to serve as a starting point to develop
a route choice predictor. The geographical scope is enlarged with respect to previous dataset to
consider several airports of origin and destination, thus obtaining a higher number of flights, airlines
and behaviours. It consists of the flights departing from Istanbul Atatürk airport or Sabiha Gökçen
airport (LTBA and LTFJ) and arriving at Paris Charles de Gaulle airport, Paris-Orly airport or Paris
Beauvais airport (LFPG, LFPO and LFOB) during AIRAC cycles 1601 to 1603. The temporal scope is
reduced with respect to the previous dataset to reduce the variability associated to seasonal effects.

4.2.4.2.1 Route clustering results
The flights are clustered with the algorithm explained in section 4.2.3.2. Cluster characteristics are
depicted in Table 4.2. The average trajectory of the clusters is shown in Figure 4.41. The assigned
cluster to each trajectory is shown in Figure 4.42. The trajectories are grouped into 8 clusters:
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Cluster 0 (139 flights): flights entering France through Germany avoiding Romania. This route
offers lower charges at the cost of some more horizontal distance. The reason to avoid
Romania is to fly longer over Bulgaria, which has much lower unit rate (EUR 22 vs 35).
Cluster 1 (110 flights): flights entering France through Germany flying through Czechia and
Slovakia. This is the longest route with the lowest charges.
Cluster 2 (190 flights): flights avoiding Germany through Austria. This route is the second most
direct route, with average charges thus being the second most flown. It reduces the cost of
charges by flying longer over Austria, which has lower unit rate than Germany (EUR 72 vs 85).
Cluster 3 (218 flights): flights avoiding Germany and Slovenia through Croatia, Italy and South
Switzerland. This is the most flown route. It has similar length and charges to cluster 2. Charges
are reduced by avoiding Slovenia through Croatia, which has lower unit rate (EUR 47 vs 65).
Cluster 4 (117 flights): flights avoiding Germany and Slovenia through Croatia, Italy and North
Switzerland. This is the most direct route. The difference with the previous route is that this
route reduces the flown distance by about 20 kilometres at the cost of about EUR 5 on
average.
Cluster 5 (73 flights): flights entering France through Germany. This route is similar to cluster 0
without avoiding Romania, resulting in a reduction of about 5 kilometres on average at the
cost of about EUR 15.
Cluster 6 (29 flights): route through Slovenia and North Switzerland. This route has the second
lowest average length and the highest route charges.
Cluster 7 (24 flights): flights entering France through Germany flying through Czechia, Austria
and Hungary avoiding Romania. This is a similar route to cluster 1 avoiding Romania and
Slovakia. Charges are EUR 10 higher with a length of 10 kilometres less on average.
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Cluster

Number
of flights

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

139
110
190
218
117
73
29
24

Average
number of
regulations
per flight
0.101
0.100
0.068
0.064
0.077
0.110
0.034
0.042

Average
charges per
flight (EUR)

Average
horizontal
length (km)

Average flight
time (min)

1188.3
1144.4
1199.6
1203.7
1207.3
1204.3
1230.0
1152.4

1277.7
1314.9
1273.9
1274.7
1256.8
1274.4
1271.1
1304.3

197.8
199.0
197.2
202.4
197.5
193.0
196.0
201.0

Average
deviation of
flight level
(FL)
16.7
21.3
24.3
16.0
17.0
18.6
11.8
22.4

Table 4.2 Clustered routes characteristics.

Figure 4.41 Clusters average trajectories.

Figure 4.42 Trajectories coloured by cluster.
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4.2.4.2.2 Temporal exploration
First, the daily trends of route choices were studied (see Figure 4.43). The number of flights vary
between 6 and 14. There is a substantial change in AIRAC 1603, which starts on Thursday 3 rd of
March, with a decrease of flights, in particular flights from Turkish airlines. In the rest of the period,
the airlines maintain their schedule with minor changes except for one outlier, the 18 th of January.
During this day, several flights were cancelled due to heavy snow in Istanbul. There are not
significant weekly trends in this route, with almost a constant value of flights every day of the week.

Figure 4.43 Flights per day and per airline.

Another way to study the variability of flights is to see the weekly schedules of flights. From Figure
4.44, it can be stated that the schedules are in general steady. The arrival hour could influence the
selection of route in several ways. For instance, flights departing earlier could be more prone to
select non-delayed routes to diminish the chance to have reactionary delay.
The same trends of reduced number of flights and schedule changes are observed in AIRAC 1603,
which has higher variability and different trends with respect to AIRACs 1601 and 1602. This is also
influenced by the daylight-saving time start date, which was the 13th of March 2016. Apart from this,
there are no weekly patterns clearly observable from data regarding flight schedule.
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Figure 4.44 Arrival times per day.

Regarding route choices, much higher variability is observed (see Figure 4.45). Airlines tend to fly
different routes on each day resulting in a different distribution of the routes used each day. This
means that there are factors that do not remain constant affecting route choice, e.g., weather. If we
focus on the airline with most variability in route selection, i.e., Turkish airlines (Figure 4.46), we can
observe that they change their distribution of chosen routes on a 2 to 4 days basis. These changes do
not have a weekly pattern. This could be explained with the arrival time, but the figure shows also a
high variability of the routes chosen by flights arriving at the same hour (Figure 4.47).

Figure 4.45 Clusters flown per day.
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Figure 4.46 Clusters flown per day for THY flights.

Figure 4.47 Clusters flown per day for early flights (9:00-12:00).
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4.2.4.2.3 Spatial exploration
The next step was to study the characteristics of the individual flights and their relationship with the
cluster average statistics and route choice.
From the first figures (Figure 4.48 and Figure 4.49), we can observe the most direct routes (in green)
and also the variability inside the same cluster. The horizontal length varies from 1230 to 1360
kilometres. Clusters 0, 2, 3, 5 and 6 include routes with different lengths although in the same
cluster, resulting in clusters with a meidum length. On the other hand, flights in cluster 4 have almost
the same low length and flights in clusters 1 and 7 have similar higher values of length.
It is important to note that the most selected clusters (3, 2 and 0) have a medium flight length
although they offer a much better achievable length than the average. For example, the lowest
length flown in cluster 3 is 1247 kilometres, which is lower than the average of route 4, whilst the
average length of cluster 3 is 1274 (see Table 4.2). This suggests that the achievable values have an
impact in route choice, as well as the average values. Nevertheless, it is clear that the horizontal
length is not the only variable taken into account when choosing a flight.

Figure 4.48 Trajectories, coloured by flight length (10 quantiles). Red means longer, green means shorter.
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Figure 4.49 Clustered trajectories, coloured by average flight length (10 quantiles).

Figure 4.50 and Figure 4.51 show the en-route charges paid per flight and the average values per
cluster. Typical en-route charges vary from EUR 1130 to EUR 1240. In this case, the charges of the
flights assigned to a common cluster are in general much more homogeneous, with some exceptions
like cluster 3, where the final charge depends heavily on the distance flown over Switzerland and the
departure and arrival airports.
It is important to note the influence of en route charges on route choice. The fifth most flown route
is cluster 1 with 110 flights despite being the cluster with highest average horizontal length (see
Table 4.2). The reason is that this route offers the lowest en-route charges. The same applies to route
0, which has lower length than the shortest routes but low charges, being the third route most flown.
On the other hand, the route with the lowest average horizontal length, cluster 4, is the fifth most
flown route due to its high en-route charges. Routes 3 and 2, the most flown routes, offer an
alternative with some more length and much lower charges.

Figure 4.50 Trajectories, coloured by charges (10 quantiles). Red means more expensive, green means cheaper.

Figure 4.51 Clustered trajectories, coloured by average charges (10 quantiles).
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Another variable affecting route choice is the flight time. This parameter is highly correlated with the
flight length and can be optimised during the flight thus resulting in a high variability inside each
cluster (see Figure 4.52). The yellowish colours highlight that the average values of each cluster are
far from the highest and lowest values achieved. Cluster 5 has the lowest average flight time (see
Figure 4.53) although the length is worse than in many of the other clusters and the charges have a
medium value, which makes this route suitable to recover delay.

Figure 4.52 Trajectories, coloured by flight time (10 quantiles). Red means longer, green means shorter.

Figure 4.53 Clustered trajectories, coloured by average flight time (10 quantiles).

Another influencing variable is the arrival time of flights. From Figure 4.54, we can observe that the
variability inside each cluster is very high, thus making average values on each cluster non-significant.
If we plot the routes flown by flights per arrival windows we can observe that early flights tend to fly
the shortest routes in length (clusters 2, 3 and 4) and time (route 5). Later flights in the morning start
to use cluster 0 and stop using cluster 3, maybe to avoid congestion. Afternoon flights, on the other
hand, tend to use the more direct route 3. In the evening, flights have the same distribution as in
early morning hours whilst flights arriving at night tend to use more non-direct routes, such as
clusters 0 and 1. The latest flights of the day, on the other hand, tend to use the shortest time route,
i.e., cluster 5.
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Figure 4.54 Trajectories, coloured by arrival time (10 quantiles). Red means later, green means sooner.

A variable that can capture the level of congestion in one route is the deviation of the actual FL flown
during cruise with respect to the FL filled in the last flight plan. This variable is not constant over the
flights in a cluster, as it can be observed in Figure 4.55, but varies for the different time windows in a
day. Congestion in each route will vary depending on whether the route is a congested route and the
overall congestion of the airspace it flies through. Airlines may tend to avoid congested routes at
traffic peaks, i.e., at early morning and afternoon.
Two metrics have been used as a proxy for the level of congestion of a route: the average deviation
of FL (Figure 4.56) and the average number of regulated flights (Figure 4.57). From these figures, we
can observe that most of the routes have the same average deviation of FL. The highest deviation is
observed in clusters 2, 7, 1 with a value higher than 20. The routes with the lowest observed
deviation are clusters 6, 0 and 3. Regarding the number of regulations, routes 5, 1 and 0 have the
worst values, above 10%. Note that all these clusters fly through central Europe airspace, which is
highly saturated. On the other hand, clusters 6 and 7 have the lowest number of regulations. Route 3
and 6 seem to be less congested than the rest, whilst routes 1, 2 and 5 have high congestion.

Figure 4.55 Trajectories, coloured by deviation in FL (10 quantiles). Red means higher, green means lower.
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Figure 4.56 Clustered trajectories, coloured by average deviation of FL. The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.55.

Figure 4.57 Clustered trajectories, coloured by average number of regulations. Red means higher, green means lower.

The next step is to study the influence of the arrival time and its corresponding congestion in the
selection of routes. Early morning flights choose in general between clusters 2, 3 and 0 (see Figure
4.58). Cluster 2 is the highest congested one whilst the rest have low values of FL deviation.
Flights in the rest of the morning (Figure 4.59) do not consider cluster 3 due to congestion and tend
to fly more deviated clusters like 5 and 7, although cluster 4 has low FL deviation (but high en-route
charges). Cluster 2 is still used although with higher levels of congestion. Here, we can observe an
important fact: the congestion metrics of deviated routes might appear higher than those of the
direct routes, even when in fact they are lower. This is because deviated routes are selected mainly
during high traffic peaks to avoid congestion.
Flights in the afternoon (Figure 4.60) tend to choose southern or northern routes due to the high
congestion in more direct routes (route 2). In this case the preferred route is cluster 3 due to its low
FL deviation during this period. In the evening (Figure 4.61), the tendency is the same as in the
afternoon, with reduced levels of congestion. During the night (Figure 4.62), earlier flights suffer
higher congestion, similar to that in the afternoon, thus choosing similar routes. In the last flights of
the day (Figure 4.63), congestion is low and airlines tend to choose cluster 5.
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Figure 4.58 Trajectories coloured by deviation in FL (10
quantiles). Flights arriving between 6:00 and 8:30.

Figure 4.59 Trajectories coloured by deviation in FL (10
quantiles). Flights arriving between 8:30 and 12:00.

Figure 4.60 Trajectories coloured by deviation in FL (10
quantiles). Flights arriving between 12:00 and 16:00.

Figure 4.61 Trajectories coloured by deviation in FL (10
quantiles). Flights arriving between 16:00 and 20:00.

Figure 4.62 Trajectories, coloured by deviation in FL (10
quantiles). Flights arriving between 20:00 and 22:00.

Figure 4.63 Trajectories coloured by deviation in FL (10
quantiles). Flights arriving between 22:00 and 00:00.

4.2.5 Conclusions and recommendations for implementation
The present visualisation exercise allows the extraction of relevant insights regarding the route
choice criteria of airlines. This visualisation is linked to CS-1 (study on the effect of unit rates on enroute performance) identified in deliverable D2.2 Qualitative Analysis of Performance Drivers and
Trade-offs. The parameters identified affecting the route choice are:
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Horizontal length of the route. This variable, measured by the KPI KEA (horizontal en-route
efficiency), provides the most significant parameter explaining fuel consumption.



En-route charges. This variable explains the costs associated to flying through the different
regions included in the route. Longer routes can avoid several expensive charging zones thus
reducing significantly air navigation charges.



Congestion. From the visualisation exercises it is clear that the abovementioned variables do
not explain all the factors affecting route choice. Some routes may provide a more stable flight
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time and/or less delays or probability of getting a regulation than others. In addition, less
congested routes allow airlines to fly the desired FL and, thus, reduce fuel consumption.
Therefore, some flights will choose those routes to ensure their schedule and reduce costs.
Moreover, it is important to note that congestion is not constant as it varies during the day
and its effect can be more evident during peak traffic days such as weekends. Thus, using a
constant metric of congestion to explain route choice may lead to unreasonable results as it
may happen that less-congested routes are mainly used during peak hours.


Flight time. This variable is highly correlated with the horizontal length of flight. This variable
explains the suitability of a route to recover delay and might indicate low congestion. For
instance, the behaviour of cargo airlines, which tend to fly at non-congested hours, should be
well explained with this variable. However, this variable presents high dispersion inside a
cluster because it is also linked with wind and the assigned FL, which is in turn related to
congestion.



Airline. The explained factors have different impact depending on the structure of costs of an
airline. Low cost carriers are much more affected by variable costs (such as fuel or charges)
and are more prone to cost-optimise their routes. On the other hand, hub-and-spoke airlines
might have a higher tendency to choose time-stable routes to ensure that their connections
are not affected. Moreover, small airlines might not take into account all the factors because
of lack of resources for route planning thus choosing sub-optimal routes.



Weather. Another relevant factor affecting the choice of a route is weather. Weather can
affect in two ways: weather events as CBs may deviate a route from the intended trajectory
and tail winds may make one route choice better than other by reducing fuel consumption.
The difference with the previous factors is that this effect is unknown a priori except for
weather forecasts that may evolve differently in reality. For instance, the trajectory of a CB
may change making a route unavailable.



Other. This brief list does not include all the factors affecting route choice. There might be
other factors that could not be observed in this approach, such as reactionary delay due to
previous flights, military activity or seasonal effects. For instance, AIRAC 1603 showed much
different airline schedules than AIRACs 1601 and 1602 and they should not be modelled
together. These effects would be transformed in a variability or error when modelling route
choice.

The abovementioned variables present a large list of factors affecting route choice. Some of these
factors are intrinsic properties of the routes, e.g., average horizontal length, while others depend on
the airline and others are evolving variables, e.g., wind. Each variable has different levels of
uncertainty, e.g. a flight flying one route may fly longer or shorter due to a variety of factors such as
ATC instructions or to avoid some storm. In addition, the decision of flying one route might depend
on other variables not stated in this approach, thus creating a variability that cannot be explained by
the means used in the exercise. This variability depends on the particular airline, for instance, a flight
from Onur Air usually flies the same route no matter external variables, while Turkish airlines flights
decide from the whole set of routes. This means that two or more routes can result similarly costworthy and, in theory, have the same probability of being chosen, but in practice they can show
considerably different traffic volumes.
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4.3 Visualisation of flight delay
4.3.1 Objective
This section presents the exploration of historical information about flights over the European
airspace and their related delays. This analysis is complementary to the one in section 4.1. In this
case, we analyse the difference between scheduled and actual flights, instead of analysing regulation
statistics and the reasons for such regulations. We compare delay statistics aggregated by OD pair
rather than regulation statistics aggregated by reference location. The main goals of this analysis are:




Understand the spatial and temporal patterns of delays.
Identify events that cause or amplify delay generation.
Study delay propagation across the network.

4.3.2 Datasets
The dataset used for this visualisation exercise is extracted from the DDR. It contains information
about historical flight data in AIRAC cycles 1602 to 1604 (from 3rd March to 28th April 2016). Flight
attributes describe different features as listed below:








Flight identifier (ID and call sign).
Flight origin and destination airport.
Date and time of off-block, take-off and arrival.
Airline.
Aircraft type.
Length of the route.
Regulation applied and associated delay (if any).

Temporal information and route length are provided for both last-filed flight plan and actual
trajectory. Most of the airports considered for this case study lay on European territory and
neighbouring countries. Nevertheless, airports from other continents are present, provided that they
are origin or destination of flights crossing the ECAC area.

4.3.3 Data processing and transformation
To explore the data, delay statistics were computed for each flight event (take-off, off-block and
arrival). These statistics were computed as the difference between actual and scheduled time,
expressed in minutes. A positive value reveals a delay and, conversely, a negative value means that
the flight is ahead of schedule.
The statistics computed show a high proportion of outlier delays and leads (higher than 2 hours) (see
Figure 4.64). These events were analysed using extra information about the actual destination of
flights obtained from the Network Strategic Tool (NEST, http://www.eurocontrol.int/services/nestmodelling-tool). It was found that unlikely leads mainly correspond to flights not having fulfilled their
planned routes. For instance, the flight AA50354119, scheduled on the 3rd of March from Frankfurt
(Germany) to Toronto Pearson (Canada) airports, landed at Heathrow, London. Similarly, several
flights were found to have returned and landed at the origin airport.
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Figure 4.64 Histogram of delay in AIRAC cycle 1603 raw data greater than 60 minutes. One- and two-hour intervals are
highlighted as a reference.

To remove these outliers and clean the data from other issues encountered, the following flight
records were filtered out:






Flights whose origin is the same as the destination.
Air Filled flight plans (AFIL).
Flights with destination ‘ZZZZ’.
Military flights.
Repeated entries.

About 20% of all flights were removed from the original dataset after applying the filter.
After filtering, although to a much lesser extent, some very hugh delays were still observed
(Figure 4.65). These delays are concentrated especially at high values (more than 18 hours). After
looking closely at the records of these outliers, some inconsistencies between planned and actual
take-off records were found, especially when close to midnight. For instance, the flight
AA50828538 from Dammam (Saudi Arabia) to Paris - Charles de Gaulle (France) had a departure
planned on the 21st of March at 00:15 while actual take-off occurred, according to the data, on
the same day at 23:58, almost a whole day of difference. These values were considered unlikely
and were corrected by updating consistently the dates (adding or subtracting a day) of the three
flight events (block-off, take-off and landing).
The reason for these inconsistencies is that, in the original datasets, dates and times are stored
separately. More precisely, the date always refers to the take-off time, while only time values are
stored for off-block and arrival. Therefore, dates for the off-block and arrival events had to be
computed for both planned and actual data.
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Figure 4.65 Histogram of delay in AIRAC cycle 1603 after the first filtering. The black, dotted line represents the
boundary between lead and delay (negative and positive values, respectively).

The delay histogram after data cleansing is shown in Figure 4.66 and Figure 4.67. It is observed that
the distribution of lead and delay follows a much more coherent pattern.

Figure 4.66 Histogram of filtered flight delay in AIRAC cycle 1603.
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Figure 4.67 Histogram of filtered flight delay in AIRAC cycle 1603 greater than 60 minutes.

4.3.4 Results
4.3.4.1 Temporal distribution of delays
The first step of the analysis consists of analysing the temporal distribution of delays. The following
delay definitions are used:





On-time means that the actual time is not later than fifteen minutes with respect to the flight
plan.
Soft delay means that the delay is between fifteen and sixty minutes.
Hard delay means higher delay than sixty minutes.

Figure 4.68 and Figure 4.69 present the overall percentage of (both soft and hard) delayed flights at
take-off and arrival, respectively. Through these calendar heat-maps, it is possible to spot the worst
days for the European air traffic. In the period under analysis, March seems to be especially
problematic with three major delay peaks (on the 20th, 21st and 31st of March). Another set of critical
dates is detected on the 13th and 29th of February and the 28th of March, with a relatively high
number of delayed flights. On the other hand, April presents less delay issues. Indeed, the day with
the lowest number of delayed flights is the 19th of April. The charts in Figure 4.68 and Figure 4.69 do
not show any temporal relationship, neither at weekday (calendar rows) nor at daily level (columns
in the heat-map), suggesting that external events have a major impact on delay patterns.
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Figure 4.68 Calendar heat-map of the percentage of flights delayed at take-off.

Figure 4.69 Calendar heat-map of the percentage of flights delayed at arrival.
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The figures above portray the results of the aggregation of all flights crossing Europe and,
consequently, they are not suitable to understand the dynamics at airport level. The time series of
delayed flights at arrival and departure for the European airports with the highest traffic are
presented in Figure 4.70 and Figure 4.71. These airports are: Frankfurt (EDDF), Dusseldorf (EDDL),
München (EDDM), Berlin Tegel (EDDT); London Gatwick and Heathrow (EGKK and EGLL), Amsterdam
(EHAM), Dublin (EIDW), Copenhagen (EKCH), Oslo (ENGM), Stockholm (ESSA), Barcelona and Madrid
(LEBL and LEMD), Paris Charles de Gaulle and Paris Orly (LFPG and LFPO), Roma Fiumicino (LIRF),
Wien (LOWW), Zurich (LSZH), and Istanbul Ataturk and Istanbul Gocken (LTBA and LTFJ). Six different
dates are highlighted corresponding to the most problematic days identified in the previous figures.
The series of delay peaks in both arrival and departure reveal some patterns. According to the data,
Istanbul Ataturk (LTBA) is the most problematic airport showing a sawtooth trend both in arrival and
departure. Curiously, only on two days of February arrival delay peaks coincide with a critical day in
the rest of Europe. The other Turkish airport (LTFJ) shows a smoother but still significant amount of
delay.
The two main French airports (LFPG and LFPO) present fewer peaks that mainly coincide with critical
dates. In particular, the highest number of delays occurred on the 20th and 21st of March, coinciding
with the French ATC strike. Both French and Spanish (LEBL and LECM) arrival and departure peaks
coincide temporarily. This suggests links between both networks. Similar correspondences are also
detected, to a lesser extent, for other neighbouring airports to France (especially London airports
and Amsterdam). Although the peaks related with the strike are present in the temporal series of
these airports, they show temporal patterns not necessarily linked with that of Paris airports. For
instance, Amsterdam (EHAM) presents a regular succession of peaks and valleys and Heathrow
(EGLL) shows some other extreme events not aligned with the Paris trend. Roma Fiumicino (LIRF) is
less affected by the strike.

Figure 4.70 Time series of arrival delays for the 20 European airports with highest traffic volume. The vertical dotted lines
highlight critical dates.
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Figure 4.71 Time series of departure delay for the 20 European airports with highest traffic volume.

Two classes of airports are identified from Figure 4.70 and Figure 4.71: those less affected by delays,
showing flatty series such as EDDL, EDDT, LOWW and LSZH; and those with constant delay issues,
characterised by a hilly trend, e.g. LTBA, LTFJ, EGLL and LFPG.
A comparison of both arrival and departure delay is shown in Figure 4.72. In most cases, there is an
equivalence between both series within the same airport. Nevertheless, some interesting patterns
emerge. For instance, green bars outnumber orange ones, i.e., arrival delay is higher than departure
delay. LIRF and, to a lesser extent, EDDM and LFPG continuously produce higher delay for incoming
flights. Contrary to this trend, EGLL flights have on average higher delay when departing. Finally,
Turkish airports mix both tendencies. With respect to their temporal trend, the first half of the series
(from February to the first half of March) presents more delays at departure. From the second half of
March until the end of the of AIRAC cycle 1604, the trend is reversed.
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Figure 4.72 Time series of the difference between arrival delays and departure delays. Green bars indicate more delays
at arrival and orange at departure.

To estimate the impact on airport performance, the percentage of delayed flights is considered,
rather than the absolute number. By visually inspecting Figure 4.73 and Figure 4.74, we detect that
the French strike in March had its greatest impact on LFPO (Paris Orly, with about 60% of flights
delayed). A peak of similar magnitude appears on 31st March. The protest in France had also major
repercussion in LFPG and LEBL, which were also highly affected by the events occurred ten days
before. The delay issues are much more intense at Istanbul Gocken (LTFJ) than at Istanbul Ataturk
(LTBA). English airports (EGLL and EGKK) are constantly affected by delay issues and present
occasional peaks of great magnitude, especially at departure.
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Figure 4.73 Time series of the percentage of delayed flights at arrival.

Figure 4.74 Time series of the percentage of delayed flights at departure.
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The detection of extreme events in a time series is a common task that can be easily performed by a
visual exploration. In the previous analyses, the focus was put on relevant peaks. Nevertheless, the
analysis of valleys can be considered of interest too. For instance, Figure 4.75 and Figure 4.76 present
the time series of arrivals at and departures from the Belgian airports. Before the 22nd of March
(highlighted with the vertical line), a regular weekly pattern is observed, showing a typical business
profile. On the 22nd March, following the terrorist attack, there is a traffic drop. Air traffic is restored
at the beginning of April. From then on, a gradual although not total recovery of air traffic is visible.
Beside the traffic pattern at Brussels airport, it is interesting to highlight the effects of the event on
other Belgian airports. Figure 4.75 and Figure 4.76 show a periodic traffic trend in the airports of
Charleroi (EBCI), Liège (EBLG), and at a minor extent, Ostend-Bruges (EBOS) for dates before the 22nd
of March. From the 22nd of March onward these airports experience a traffic rise due to the diversion
of flights from the Brussels airport. The trend then smoothly decreases in April with the recovery of
Brussels airport capacity.

Figure 4.75 Time series of the counts of arrivals at Belgium airports.
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Figure 4.76 Time series of the counts of departures from Belgian airports.

4.3.4.2 Spatial distribution of delays
Delay information can be plotted on a map to find geographical patterns. In Figure 4.77 and Figure
4.78, the situation for the 20th and 21st of March is depicted. In this case, the representation is
extended to the top-100 European airports in terms of traffic volume, encoded as the area of each
circle. The colour represents the percentage of delayed flights over the total for the date under
analysis. Airports at London, Paris, Istanbul, Rome and Milan have overlapping circles due to the
existence of several major airports on their surroundings. As previously stated, the consequences of
the French strike have an impact on Paris airports as well as on Madrid and Barcelona airports. In
Figure 4.77 it is also possible to see that other airports in France, especially in the South, had a high
rate of delays (dark green circles). The same applies for airports in Andalusia (Southern Spain), Faro
(Portugal) and Algiers (Algeria). Similar patterns are spotted the day after (Figure 4.78) with amplified
effect, especially in France. Paris Charles de Gaulle, Nantes, Lyon and Nice are among those airports
which worsened their performance.
A zoom in of Western Europe (Figure 4.79) shows the differences between the two days. Several
airports of neighbouring countries to France, like Italy and Germany, suffered an increase of delays
on the 21st of March (lighter shading in Figure 4.79b) with respect to the day before (darker shading
in Figure 4.79a). It is reasonable to think that this change is due to the effects of the French strike.
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Figure 4.77 Delay at the top-100 European airports by traffic on the 20th March 2016. Circle areas are proportional to
the volume of traffic. The colour encodes the percentage of flights delayed.

Figure 4.78 Delay at the top-100 European airports by traffic on the 21st March 2016. The colour code is the same as in
previous figure.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.79 Detail of Western Europe. Delays at the top-100 European airports by traffic on a) the 20th March 2016 and
b) the 21st March 2016 (right). The colour code is the same as in previous figure.

4.3.4.3 Intra-day distribution of delays
In Figure 4.80, delays at Paris-Orly airport on the 21st of March are shown. Delays appear throughout
the whole day. In general, departures have longer delays, especially from midday on.

Figure 4.80 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Paris-Orly on the 21st March. Vertical lines represent
delayed flights and its delay. Only delay or lead higher than 15 minutes is plotted. Orange lines means regulated
and green ones non-regulated.
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In the following figures, we show the situation on the same day at three different airports: Paris
Charles de Gaulle (Figure 4.81), Barcelona (Figure 4.82) and Istanbul Ataturk (Figure 4.83). These
airports are representative of the different casuistic observed in this exercise. In particular, Charles
de Gaulle is an airport directly affected by the strike. As in the previous figure, the number of delayed
flights is high. Delays are much denser at departure until around 17:00, when delays are mitigated.
The magnitude of delays is similar for arrivals and departures.
Figure 4.82 depicts delays at the Barcelona airport, which was affected significantly by the strike.
Indeed, the number of delayed flights is high both for departures and arrivals. However, departures
seem to be less affected.

Figure 4.81 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Paris-Charles de Gaulle on the 21st arch. The colour
code is the same as in Figure 4.80.

Figure 4.82 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Barcelona airport on the 21st March. The colour code is
the same as in Figure 4.80.
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Figure 4.83 depicts delays at Istanbul Ataturk. This case represents a problematic airport not so
affected by the strike. The number of delayed flights is notably lower in proportion, however high for
incoming flights due to capacity issues at peak hours (early morning, evening and late flights). An
outlier can be observed that shows about two hours of lead despite being regulated.

Figure 4.83 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Istanbul Ataturk on the 21st March. The colour code is
the same as in Figure 4.80.

In order to understand the impact of the industrial action, we compare delay throughout an entire
week, from 18th to 24th March. The results are presented in Figure 4.84, Figure 4.85 and Figure 4.86,
for the airports of Paris Charles de Gaulle, Barcelona and Istanbul Ataturk, respectively. It is evident
the dramatic difference between the days of strike and the rest of the week. The effects seem more
intense at Barcelona. The reason could be an accumulation of issues at Barcelona (or Spain in
general) resulting in a much lower resilience.
A different trend is spotted at Istanbul Ataturk. In this airport, departing regulated flights appear
almost only on the 20th and 21st of March with delays close to two hours. Concerning regulations at
arrival, they are a constant throughout the whole period, more likely on afternoons and evenings.
The trend at arrivals during the strike does not vary much from the rest of the sample. A different
behaviour is observed on the 24th, when delays rose notably, especially in the evening and night.
These delays are constantly produced even during night time, suggesting an airport capacity issue.
The delay events are evenly distributed, while in the case of Paris and Barcelona, the days can be
separated visually. Additionally, the number of flights in advance of schedule (especially at arrival) is
greater than in the rest, suggesting a problem of predictability of incoming flights.
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Figure 4.84 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Paris Charles de Gaulle from the 18th to the 24th March.
The colour code is the same as in Figure 4.80.

Figure 4.85 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Barcelona airport from the 18th to the 24th March. The
colour code is the same as in Figure 4.80.
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Figure 4.86 Delay for departures (top) and arrivals (bottom) at Istanbul Ataturk from the 18th to the 24th March. The
colour code is the same as in Figure 4.80.

4.3.5 Conclusions and recommendations for implementation
In this section, the main results of an exploratory analysis on flight delays data are discussed. This
visualisation is linked to CS-3 Q13.3 (Development of new multi-scale representations of ATM
performance indicators) identified in deliverable D2.2 Qualitative Analysis of Performance Drivers
and Trade-offs. The findings point out the impact of delay generated at a specific location and the
spread-out effects over the network. The low delay performance at some airports, due to constant
lack of capacity or low resilience to events, suggests some opportunities for improvement.
The reliability of the analysis can be improved in several ways, e.g. by analysing a longer period to
detect more stable spatio-temporal patterns and seasonal effects. Delay analyses could be tackled
per airline and/or flight length to provide different perspectives. In parallel, network propagation
analysis and seasonality studies could improve the understanding of how delays affect different
locations and where they are more likely to occur. Finally, linking delays to their causes would
improve our understanding of delay generation. In this sense, the available data lacked this
information, which was retrieved from other data sources. Access to more granular databases like
CODA would solve this issue.
Regarding the dataset setup, data quality could be improved if:
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off-block, take-off and arrival times were expressed in date-time format,
repeated entries were avoided, and
a column with actual destination was inserted.
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The main outcomes of the analysis are:






A simple representation of average delay per flight or ratio of delayed flights is not enough to
identify a problematic day and the magnitude of the disruption. In this approach, we selected
two metrics to characterise the delays in a day: soft-delays (between 15 and 60 minutes) and
hard-delays (more than 60 minutes). Both metrics give a measure of the dispersion of delays,
whether the situation is generalised or concentrated on some flights.
When observing delay at different flight events (block-off, take-off and landing), the metrics
are highly correlated, i.e., the delay is almost equal from off-block to arrival. However, these
metrics provide important insights when aggregated geographically. High arrival delays may
indicate dependence between the destination and problematic airports that systematically
generate delays. For instance, Moroccan airports suffer important arrival delays when there
are issues at French airports. The difference between arrival delays and departure delays
indicates the capacity of the airports to absorb delay.
The link between different areas can be studied by the temporal distribution of delay rates.
Linked areas show the same delay pattern at problematic days.

The abovementioned comments are to be taken into account when representing delay metrics.
Delay representation comprises a combination of spatial and temporal series. The metrics shall
represent not only the global amount of delays or average values but also the distribution among
flights. Problematic days or entities, e.g., sectors or airports, can be identified from their spatial and
temporal comparison with other days or entities. Further improvements should include attributions
of delays and merging of different delay databases (e.g., ATFCM delays).
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Appendix A

Visualisation Tool Video

A video showing some of the features of the V-Analytics software prototype developed by the INTUIT
project can be found at the following link:
www.nommon-files.es/h2020_project_deliverables/INTUIT_Visual_Analytics_Flight_Trajectories.mp4
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